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A cellular automaton model is proposed to simulate mixed traffic flow composed of motor vehicles and bicycles near bus stops.
Three typical types of bus stops which are common in China are considered in the model, including two types of curbside bus stops
and one type of bus bay stops. Passenger transport capacity of three types of bus stops, which is applied to evaluate the bus stop
design, is calculated based on the corresponding traffic flow rate. According to the simulation results, the flow rates of both motor
vehicles and bicycles exhibit phase transition from free flow to the saturation one at the critical point. The results also show that
the larger the interaction between motor vehicle and bicycle flow is near curbside bus stops, the more the value of saturated flows
drops. Curbside bus stops are more suitable when the conflicts between two flows are small and the inflow rate of motor vehicles
is low. On the contrary, bus bay stops should be applied due to their ability to reduce traffic conflicts. Findings of this study can
provide useful suggestions on bus stop selection considering different inflow rate of motor vehicles and bicycles simultaneously.

1. Introduction

Bus travel is becoming increasingly popular in the world
since it is more environmentally friendly than traveling
by car. Many researchers have found that the bus stop,
which serves as a crucial part in the bus system, always has
great effect on traffic flow near the bus stop. In developed
countries, such effect often occurs under the condition of
homogeneous traffic flow, since in these countries motorized
vehicles are dominant in traffic compositions [1]. However,
bicycles are still prevalent in daily short-distance trips in
developing countries [2, 3]. In some cities of China, for
instance, the bicycle share of trips usually varies from 20% to
50% [4].Therefore, when studying the impact of bus stops on
traffic flow in developing countries, the traffic compositions
condition should be set as a heterogeneous traffic flow where
both motorized vehicles and bicycles are considered.

The conflict between buses and bicycles is not prominent
on urban arterial roads where vehicle flow and bicycle flow
are well separated by physical segregation. However, as a
complement to the urban mass transit, most bus routes are
laid out on the secondary roads which are usually made up

of one motor lane and one bicycle lane in each direction.
Typically, there are three types of bus stops on secondary
roads in China: curbside stops without physical segregation,
curbside stops with physical segregation, and bus bays, as
shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, Type I is curbside stops. These
bus stops are set on the sidewalk. So buses have to pull
over to the curb and occupy the bicycle lane to dwell and
there is no physical segregation between the motor lanes and
the bicycle lanes. Type II is similar to Type I, and the only
difference is that bicycle lanes are physically separated from
motor lanes except the segments at the bus stops to regulate
the traffic behavior of cyclists and bus drivers. Type III is bay-
style stops which are set on the separation strips. The bicycle
lanes are physically separated from motor lanes, and buses
do not occupy any lanes to dwell. Up to now, few insightful
researches have been conducted on the regulation of selecting
bus stops types in terms of trafficflow characteristics. It is very
common that a certain kind of bus stop is selected without
taking the effects of various traffic flow characteristics into
consideration in China currently.

The primary objective of this study is to develop a cellular
automaton (CA) model based on the three specific types of
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Figure 1: Three types of bus stops on secondary roads in China.

bus stops, which can reflect traffic features in a mixed traffic
flow composed of motorized vehicles and bicycles near bus
stops. The remaining parts of the paper are organized as
follows: previous literatures are reviewed in the next section.
Section 3 introduces the cellular automaton (CA) model
used in this study. Then, simulation results and findings
are discussed in Section 4. The conclusions and analyses are
summarized in the last section of the paper.

2. Literature Review

To uncover the traffic nature and understand the behavior
of the traffic flow, traffic problems have been studied by
physicists for more than 50 years and various modelling
approaches have been proposed [5]. In general, they can
be classified to two kinds: macroscopic and microscopic
approaches. In macroscopic models, traffic is viewed as a
compressible fluid formed by the vehicles but these individual
vehicles do not appear explicitly in the theory [6]. In con-
trast, in microscopic models like gas-kinetic models [7–9],
car-following models [10–12], and cellular automaton (CA)
models [13], attention is focused on individual vehicles and
each of them is represented by a “particle.” The nature of
the interaction among these particles is determined by the
way the vehicles influence each other’s movement.Therefore,
microscopic models offer the possibility to study various
fundamental aspects of traffic system.

Here we will focus on CA models. Time and state vari-
ables are discrete in CA models, which makes them ideally
suited for computer simulations. In contrast to discretized
continuum models, which is usually necessary for their
numerical treatment, the discreteness is already taken into

account in the definition of the CA model and its dynamics.
This allows obtaining the desired behavior in a much simpler
way [14]. CA models have been widely used for the descrip-
tion of traffic flow since Nagel and Schreckenberg proposed
the well-known Nagel-Schreckenberg (NaSch) model in 1992
[15]. Although the NaSch model can reproduce some basic
phenomena encountered in real traffic such as spontaneous
jams, it cannot exhibit metastable states of high flow and syn-
chronized traffic. Therefore, several improved NaSch models
were proposed, such as the slow-to-start model [16, 17]. In
order to generalize the above idealized single-laneCAmodels
to multilane traffic, lane-changing rules were developed and
several attempts have been made so far in this direction [18–
21].

These CA models mentioned above are all concerned
with motorized traffic. However, in developing countries like
China, although there is a rapid increase in the usage of
motorized vehicles, the effect of the considerable amount
of bicycles on the traffic flow cannot be ignored. Therefore,
several bicycle CA models were proposed to investigate the
characteristics of bicycle flow [22–25].

It calls for further study if urban traffic including both
motorized vehicles and bicycles is modeled using CAmodels
and some researches on related topics have been done in
recent years. Vasic and Ruskin presented a CA model for
mixed traffic under the specific conditions of sparse bicycle
flows and road sharing by two vehicle types, which could be
found in many old European city centers [26]. A CA model
considering the delay rules of bicycle through vehicle, the gap
rules of vehicle through bicycle, and the disposal rules of the
occupied conflict zone was proposed by Zhang et al. [27].The
characteristics of right-turning vehicles and straight-going
bicycles at the intersection were analyzed using this model.

Since buses always have to temporarily occupy the bicycle
lane to stop and pick up passengers in China and other
developing countries, the bus stop is another place where the
conflicts of vehicle flows and bicycle flows are very common.
Zhao et al. provided a novel approach based on CA model
to simulate the mixed flow near a curbside stop and discuss
the influence of parameters such as stopped time of buses on
traffic [28]. This model combined the so-called BCA model
that is used to describe the behavior of nonmotorized vehicles
and the NaSch model which is used in the description of
motorized vehicles. However, there are still some deficiencies
in this research. First, differences between various types of
bus stops are not particularly considered. Only one type of
bus stop is studied, so it cannot provide suggestions on bus
stop selection. In addition, the model assumes that when
buses dwell at stops, bicyclists would either wait behind the
buses or change to the motor lane to pass the stopped buses.
However, it is far from the real situation. Zhao et al. [29] found
in their study that few bicyclists would like to wait behind
the stopped bus even if it was difficult for them to pass it
on the left. Nearly half of the bicyclists choose to pass the
stopped bus from the right side through the gap between the
curb and the bus. Moreover, the dwell time of the buses in
this model is a constant value. However, Lu et al. [30] found
that the dwell time could be affected by several factors near
the bus stop. Based on our site observation, it is found that
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Figure 2: Traffic conflicts near the bus stop in China.
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Figure 3: Sketch of the road in the mixed traffic system.

bicyclists who try to overtake the buses near curbside stops
delay the boarding and alighting process. Then, it results in
longer dwell time of buses (Figure 2(a)). As for bus bay stops,
although bicycles are not affected by dwelling buses directly,
passengers who need to approach or leave the bus stop have
to cross the bicycle lane, which will inevitably slow down the
traffic speed of bicycles and reduce the capacity of bicycle lane
(Figure 2(b)).

In order to study the impact of different types of bus stops
under various motor and nonmotor vehicle volumes, more
realistic CAmodels are proposed in this study to evaluate the
impact of three types of bus stops towards nearby traffic flow.
Then, suggestions on bus stops selection are given based on
the simulation results.

3. Model

In this paper, the typical Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular
automaton model for motorized traffic flow and the Burgers
cellular automaton model for bicycle flow are combined to
simulate the mixed traffic flow near bus stops. Apart from
these two models, the special lane-changing rules, which can
reflect interactions between motor vehicles and bicycles, are
also included in this section.

3.1. Introduction. A mixed traffic system consisting of a
motor lane (called Lane 1) and a bicycle lane (called Lane
2) near the bus stop is investigated in this study, which is
sketched in Figure 3. Each lane is divided into L cells with
identical size.

The system contains two types of motor vehicles and one
type of bicycles. The motor vehicles have cars with two-cell
length and buses with four-cell length.The length of bicycle is
one cell.Themixing probability𝑃bus stands for the proportion
of buses in motor vehicles. All buses must halt at the bus stop,

and 𝑇dwell denotes the dwell time of the stopped buses at the
stop. Only bicycles and buses near the bus stop are permitted
to change lanes in the system.

In addition, this system is split into five sections, Sections
A, B, C, D, and E. SectionA is the entrance region and Section
E is the exit region. Lane changing of bicycles and motor
vehicles is not allowed in these two sections. A bus stop is
located in Section C. Section B represents the upstream part
and Section D represents the downstream part of the bus
stop. For Type I and Type II bus stops, approaching buses can
change to bicycle lane when they enter Section B to pull in the
bus stops on bicycle lane in Section C. For Type III bus stops,
buses are allowed to wait in Section B if there is a dwelling bus
in Section C. The bus will pull out and change back to motor
lane in Sections C or D.

As discussed above, a large proportion of bicyclists would
like to pass the stopped bus through the gap between the curb
and the bus inTypes I and II.However, if the bicycle lane from
Section B to Section D is occupied by buses in the CAmodel,
no bicycle could “jump” across the buses. In order to take this
situation into account, a virtual bicycle lane (called Lane 3)
is added from the head of Section B to the end of Section
D which is adjacent to the bicycle lane. The cells between
Sections B and D in Lane 2 can only be used by buses, and
all bicycles are not allowed to enter into this section. When a
bicycle arrives at the head of Section A, it will move to the
virtual bicycle lane if the end of the virtual bicycle lane in
Section B is not filled with other bicycles.When it reaches the
head of the virtual bicycle lane, it will change back to Lane 2,
if possible.

3.2. Nagel-Schreckenberg Model. Nagel-Schreckenberg
(NaSch) model is a famous model for m-vehicles, due to its
capability of reproducing real traffic phenomena. In NaSch
model, both space and time are discrete. The vehicles have
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integer velocity V = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Vmax. At each discrete time
step 𝑡 → 𝑡 + 1, velocities and positions of vehicles are
updated by the following rules [15]:

acceleration, V𝑗(𝑡 + 1/3) → min{V𝑗(𝑡) + 1, V
𝑚
max},

deceleration, V𝑗(𝑡 + 2/3) → min{V𝑗(𝑡 + 1/3), 𝑑𝑗(𝑡)},
randomization, V𝑗(𝑡 + 1) → max{V𝑗(𝑡 + 2/3) − 1, 0},
motion, 𝑥𝑗(𝑡 + 1) → 𝑥𝑗(𝑡) + V𝑗(𝑡 + 1).
Here, 𝑥𝑗(𝑡) and V𝑗(𝑡) are position and velocity of vehicle
𝑗 in time step 𝑡, 𝑑𝑗(𝑡) is the number of empty cells ahead
of vehicle 𝑗. 𝑝 is randomization probability, which is used
to describe the different behavior patterns of the individual
drivers. In our model, a NaSch model with 𝑝 = 0.1 is used in
the following simulations.

It should be noted that, for the stopping bus 𝑗 at the bus
stop, if its dwelling time 𝑡dwell(𝑡) is less than 𝑇dwell, then it
continues to halt at the stop, and the dwelling time is updated
as 𝑡dwell(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑡dwell(𝑡) + 1. Otherwise, the bus becomes a
pulling-out bus.

3.3. Burgers Cellular Automaton Model. Burgers cellular
automaton (BCA) model can describe the flexibility of bicy-
cles without considering complex lane-changing behaviors.
In BCA model, each cell can be occupied by 𝑀 bicycles at
most. The number of bicycles in each cell evolves as follows
[25]:

𝑈𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑈𝑗 (𝑡) −min {𝑈𝑗 (𝑡) ,𝑀 − 𝑈𝑗+1 (𝑡)}

+min {𝑈𝑗−1 (𝑡) ,𝑀 − 𝑈𝑗 (𝑡)} ,
(1)

where𝑈𝑗(𝑡) represents the number of bicycles at cell 𝑗 at time
step 𝑡. If cell 𝑗 + 1 in front of the current cell 𝑗 in Lane 1 is
occupied by amotor vehicle at time step 𝑡, then𝑀−𝑈𝑗+1(𝑡) =
0.

When applying BCA model to this study, we need to do
some modifications to the model. In (1), the parameter 𝑀,
which represents the maximum capacity of bicycle flow in
each cell, is a constant value. However, in order to take the
interactions of bicycles and buses into account, the value of
𝑀 is variable in our mixed traffic system. As a result, (1) is
changed to

𝑈𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑈𝑗 (𝑡) −min {𝑈𝑗 (𝑡) ,𝑀𝑗+1 − 𝑈𝑗+1 (𝑡)}

+min {𝑈𝑗−1 (𝑡) ,𝑀𝑗 − 𝑈𝑗 (𝑡)} .
(2)

In this modified equation,𝑀𝑗+1 − 𝑈𝑗+1(𝑡) represents the
maximumnumber of bicycles that cell 𝑗+1 can accommodate
and𝑀𝑗 − 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) represents the maximum number of bicycles
that cell 𝑗 can accommodate.

For Type I and Type II bus stops, if the cell 𝑖 is in Sections
A and E, then 𝑀 = 4. If the cell 𝑖 is between the head of
Section B and the end of Section D and is occupied by bus
in Lane 2, then the value𝑀Lane 1

occupied = 𝑀
Lane 2
occupied = 1 is applied

to represent the maximum bicycle capacity of cell 𝑖 in Lane
3. Otherwise,𝑀 = 4 is used in cell 𝑖. In addition, since the
speed of bicycles is much lower when they try to pass the
stopped bus from the right side through the gap between the
curb and the bus than that of normal condition, the update

rules of BCA should be modified. If the cell 𝑖 is in Section C
and is occupied by a dwelling bus in Lane 2, cell 𝑖 in Lane 3
will be updated according to (2) only if this cell is not updated
in the last time step. Otherwise, the bicycle in this cell cannot
move forward during this time step. In this way, the speeds of
bicycles at the bus stop reach 1.5m/s maximum.

For Type III bus stops,𝑀 = 4 is used in Sections A and
E. If the cell 𝑖 is between the head of Section B and the end of
Section D and is occupied by a bus in Lane 2, then the value
𝑀

Lane 3
occupied = 2 is applied to represent the maximum bicycle

capacity of cell 𝑖 in Lane 3. Otherwise, 𝑀 = 3 is used in
cell 𝑖, which represents the situation that the bicycle lane is
narrowed near the bus bay stops.

3.4. Lane-Changing Rules of Buses. Lane-changing rules of
buses include the rules for approaching buses and pulling-out
ones.

When approaching buses reach Section B in Lane 1, the
drivers will change buses to Lane 2 if 𝐶1available = 1. This
equation means the four consecutive cells near the buses on
destination lane are empty. Otherwise, if cells next to buses
are occupied by dwelling buses or buses waiting for pulling-
in, buses will stay where they are and wait for enough empty
cells.

A pulling-out bus would change from Lane 2 to Lane 1 in
Section C or D if the following rules are fulfilled:

(𝐶
1
available = 1) , (𝑑𝑖,back > 𝑉other) . (3)

Condition 𝐶1available = 1 has the same meaning mentioned
above and condition 𝑑𝑖,back > 𝑉other is the safety condition to
avoid collision. 𝑑𝑖,back represents the number of empty cells
behind bus 𝑖 on the destination lane and 𝑉other represents the
velocity of its following vehicle on the destination lane.

If a pulling-out bus could not successfully change to Lane
1 in Sections C and D, it will stop at the head of Section D
in Lane 2 and wait for the satisfaction of lane-changing rules.
Meanwhile, to avoid the endless waiting of pulling-out buses,
the velocity of its following vehicle on the destination lanewill
be set to zero once there is a bus waiting at the head of Section
D.

3.5. Lane-Changing Rules of Bicycles. In the conditions of
Type II and Type III bus stops, bicycles can move forward
only in Lane 3. However, bicycles can change from Lane 3 to
Lane 1 (not passing through Lane 2) near Type I bus stops
if they are hindered by stopped buses and road condition on
Lane 1 is better than that on Lane 3. The rules are as follows:

(𝑀
Lane 1
𝑖,available > 𝑀

Lane 3
𝑖,available) , (𝐶

2
available = 1) ,

(𝑑back > 𝑉other) .
(4)

𝑖 represents the position of the studied bicycle among L cells.
Condition𝑀Lane 1

𝑖,available > 𝑀
Lane 3
𝑖,available means the capacity of cell 𝑖

in Lane 1 is larger than that in Lane 3. Condition 𝐶2available = 1
means cell 𝑖 in Lane 1 is not fully filled. Condition 𝑑back >
𝑉other means safety condition is guaranteed.
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As long as bicycles overtake the lead bus stopped in Lane
2, they will change back to Lane 3 immediately if cells in Lane
3 have enough space.

3.6. Boundary Conditions. The simulations are carried out
under open boundary condition. In each time step, when the
update of motor vehicles on the road is finished, we check
the position of the last motor vehicle 𝑥last on the entrance of
the motor lane. If 𝑥last > max{Vcarmax, V

bus
max}, a motor vehicle

is injected with the inflow rate 𝑃motor. In this condition, if a
random number rand < 𝑃bus, the injected vehicle is a bus
with velocity Vbusmax at the cellmin{Vbusmax, 𝑥last−V

bus
max}. Otherwise,

the injected vehicle is a car with velocity Vcarmax at the cell
min{Vcarmax, 𝑥last − V

car
max}. On the bicycle lane, if the first cell is

not fully filled with bicycles, new bicycles are inserted with
the probability (inflow rate) 𝑃bike at the first cell.𝑀 times of
circulationwill be done in each time step.The leading vehicles
on each lane go out of the system at L and the following
vehicle becomes the new leader.

4. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, the simulation settings of the CA model with
respect to the three types of bus stops are explained in the
first part. Then, the flow characteristics of motor vehicles
and bicycles under different inflow rates (𝑃motor and 𝑃bike)
are illustrated in the three types of bus stops, respectively.
A concept of passenger transport capacity is proposed to
evaluate the performance of each type of bus stop under
various mixed traffic flow situations in the last part.

4.1. Simulation Settings. In this section, the characteristics of
mixed traffic flow near three types of bus stops are discussed
in the traffic systemmentioned earlier. The length of lane L is
set to 500 cells. Each cell corresponds to 3 meters, and each
time step corresponds to 1 second. The mixing probability of
buses in motor vehicles 𝑃bus is 0.15.Themaximum velocity of
car and bus is 4 and 3, respectively. But if a bus is in Section
B and Section C, the maximum velocity is 2 since it needs to
slow down to enter the bus stop. The first 10,000 time steps
are discarded to avoid the transient behaviors. The flow rate
is recorded by four virtual detectors on cells 50, 100, 150, and
200 and is obtained by averaging over 50,000 time steps and
four detectors.

When bus stops are set on the sidewalk, bicyclists who try
to overtake the buses near curbside stops delay the boarding
and alighting process. Then, it results in longer dwell time of
buses [30]. Based on our field observation, the average stop
time of buses is about 20 s when there is little interference
by bicycles. But it will increase to 30 s if a large number
of bicycles pass through the bus stops during the dwelling
time. An approximate linear relationship between dwelling
time and occupancy rate of bicycle lane near the bus stop is
obtained according to our field observation, so the dwell time
of buses in Type I and II bus stops is calculated as follows:

𝑇
Type 1
dwell = 𝑇

Type 2
dwell = 𝑇basic + 10 ×

Numbike
𝑀× 𝐿B–D

. (5)

In (5), 𝑇basic is set to 20 s. Numbike represents the number
of bicycles from Section B to Section D when a bus stops in
front of the parking line and 𝐿B–D represents the number of
cells from Section B to Section D.

Because buses are free from the influence of bicycles in
Type III bus stops, the dwell time in this condition is equal to
20 s.

The object of the study is a bus stop with a single berth.
The length of Sections A, B, C, D, and E in Type I is set to
𝐿A = 236, 𝐿B = 12, 𝐿C = 5, 𝐿D = 12, and 𝐿E = 235 cells,
respectively. In Types II and III, 𝐿A = 241, 𝐿B = 7, 𝐿C = 5,
𝐿D = 7, and𝐿E = 240 cells.The lengths of Sections B andD in
Type I are longer than their counterparts in Types II and III.
It is because near the bus stops in Type I there is no physical
separation between motor vehicle and bicycle lines, which
makes the conflict area between buses and bicycles larger.

4.2. Flow Characteristics and Phase Transition. The relation-
ships between the flow and the inflow rates of both motor
vehicles and bicycles in the proposed CA model are shown
in Figures 4–6. 𝑞motor and 𝑞bike represent the flow rate of the
motor vehicles and the bicycles, respectively, and 𝑃motor and
𝑃bike represent the corresponding inflow rate. 𝑞motor is the
average number of motor vehicles passing through the four
virtual detectors in each time step. 𝑞bike is the average value
that the number of bicycles passing through the four virtual
detectors in each time step divided by𝑀. When calculating
𝑞motor and 𝑞bike, the first 10,000 time steps are discarded to
avoid the transit behavior and the next 50,000 time steps are
averaged.

Figure 4(a) shows the variation of the flow 𝑞motor with
variable entering probability 𝑃motor in the case of some fixed
value of 𝑃bike and in Figure 4(b) the value of 𝑃bike is also
variable. From the simulation results of Type I, it is found that,
for a fixed 𝑃bike, the flow rate of 𝑞motor increases with 𝑃motor
first and then reaches the maximal value at a value of 𝑃motor,
which corresponds to the critical inflow rate 𝑃mc. And the
maximal value of 𝑃motor is defined as its saturation inflow rate
𝑞ms (which is pointed out in Figure 4(a) only for 𝑃bike = 0).
Thus, the critical inflow rate 𝑃mc of motor vehicles divides the
flow into two regions, the free flow one and the saturated flow
one.

(i) In the region of 𝑃motor < 𝑃mc, the flow of motor
vehicles is free and 𝑞motor only increases with its
own inflow rate 𝑃motor. It is interesting to note that
whatever the 𝑃bike is, the values of 𝑞motor have almost
the same growth rates.

(ii) In the region of 𝑃motor > 𝑃mc, the flow of motor
vehicles reaches its saturation inflow 𝑞ms and is
independent of its own rate 𝑃motor. However, with the
increase of 𝑃bike, both the saturated flow value 𝑞ms
and the critical value 𝑃mc reduce until they reach a
minimum. The value 𝑞ms and the value 𝑃mc decline
from 0.31 and 0.45 at𝑃bike = 0 to 0.14 and 0.2 at𝑃bike =
0.28. The drop ratios of 𝑞ms and 𝑃mc are about 55
percent and 56 percent.This suggests that themixture
of the motor vehicles and bicycles has a huge negative
effect on the saturated flow rate of motor vehicle flow.
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Figure 4: The simulation results of Type I bus stops.

Figure 4(c) shows the variation of the flow 𝑞bike with
variable entering probability 𝑃bike in the case of some fixed
value of 𝑃motor and in Figure 4(d) the value of 𝑃motor is also
variable. Traffic characteristics in the flow of bicycles are
similar with those in the flow of motor vehicles described
above. The critical inflow rate 𝑃bc (which is pointed out in
Figure 4(c) only for 𝑃motor = 0.15) of bicycles can also be
found in the figures and it divides the flow into the free flow
and the saturated flow aswell.Theonly difference is thatwhen
there is no motor vehicle in the traffic system (𝑃motor = 0),
bicycles canmove forward freely without the interaction with
cars and buses. As a result, the critical inflow rate𝑃bc does not
exist when 𝑃motor = 0 and the maximal value of 𝑞bike reaches 1
when 𝑃bike = 1 in this condition. But besides that, the flow of
bicycles is free and 𝑞bike only depends on its own inflow rate
𝑃bike in the region of 𝑃bike < 𝑃bc. When the traffic flow lies in

the region of 𝑃bike > 𝑃bc, the flow of bicycles is saturated and
reaches the maximal value 𝑞bs.

Thus, the phase transition from free flow to the saturation
one for both flows is observed in this proposed CA model.
The flow rate of motor vehicles or bicycles relies on not only
its own inflow rate, but also its counterpart one. Moreover,
the mixture of motor vehicles and bicycles near the bus
stops results in the drop of saturated flows. The larger the
interaction between two flows is, the more the value of
saturated flows drops.

Because bus stops of Type I and Type II share the same
form with the only difference being in physical segregation
setting, the traffic characteristics in the flow ofmotor vehicles
and bicycles of Type II are similar to those of Type I, as is
shown in Figures 4 and 5. In the condition that either there
is no bicycles on the road (𝑃bike = 0) or the inflow rate
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Figure 5: The simulation results of Type II bus stops.

of bicycles is maximal (𝑃bike = 1), the saturated flow value
of motor vehicles (𝑞ms) is basically the same in both Type
I and Type II, which is 0.31 and 0.14, respectively. However,
since bicyclists, if possible, would like to overtake buses from
the motor vehicle lane in Type I, the motor vehicle flow is
saturated when the inflow rate of bicycles (𝑃bike) is equal to
0.28, the corresponding value of which is 0.22 in Type II,
which is shown in Figures 4(a) and 5(a). Besides, as is shown
in Figures 4(c) and 5(c), when the bicycle flow is saturated, the
inflow rate of motor vehicles (𝑃motor) is equal to 0.3 in Type I
and in Type II it is 0.25. This result indicates that the traffic
system of Type I bus stop can accommodate more motor
vehicles or bicycles when the mixed traffic flow is saturated.
However, this increase of traffic volume is at the cost of traffic
safety because the risk of accidents increases if bicycles move
on motor vehicle lane.

Figure 6 shows the simulation results of bus bay stops
of Type III. Because the bicycle lane is physically separated

from the motor lane, there is no direct-conflict between
motor vehicles and bicycles.Therefore, the flow rate of motor
vehicles (𝑞motor) is not affected by the inflow rate of bicycles
(𝑃bike), as is shown in Figure 6(a). For bicycles, stopped
buses do not occupy bicycle lane anymore and it makes the
saturation flow of bicycles 𝑞bs much higher than that in Type
I andType II. However, since the bus bay stop occupies part of
the bicycle lane, the decrease in the width of bicycle lane near
bus stop may form a bottleneck in this area. Therefore, the
flow rate of bicycles (𝑞bike) in Type III is less than that in Type
I and Type II when the inflow rate of motor vehicles (𝑃motor)
is at a lower level.

4.3. Total Capacity of the System. In this section, passenger
transport capacity which is defined as the total passengers
carried by both motor vehicles and bicycles is introduced.
In reality, traffic engineers prefer knowing the total capacity
of the system than knowing the flow rate of a certain traffic
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Figure 6: The simulation results of Type III bus stops.

mode before making a decision or evaluating the traffic
system. Suggestions on bus stop selection are provided based
on this value.

Passenger transport capacity 𝐶𝑎 of the mixed traffic
system is defined as follows:

𝐶𝑎 = 𝑞bus × 𝐶bus + 𝑞car × 𝐶car + 𝑞bike × 𝐶bike ×𝑀, (6)

where 𝐶𝑎 denotes the maximum number of passengers that
can be carried by vehicles in the mixed traffic system each
time step, 𝑞 (note that 𝑞bike is defined as the average number of
passing bicycles divided by𝑀) is the flow rate, and𝐶 denotes
the maximum number of passengers a vehicle could carry.
Variables with subscripts bus, car, and bike denote those of
buses, cars, and bicycles. In the simulation, we set 𝐶bus = 40,

𝐶car = 2, and 𝐶bike = 1 according to the average results of our
field investigation.

Substituting 𝑃𝑚 = 0.15 and𝑀 = 4 into (6), we have

𝐶𝑎 = 8 × 𝑞motor + 4 × 𝑞bike. (7)

Figure 7 shows the relationship between 𝐶𝑎, 𝑃motor, and
𝑃bike.

(i) In the region where both the inflow rate of motor
vehicles and the inflow rate of bicycles are low
(𝑃motor < 0.25 and 𝑃bike < 0.25), 𝐶𝑎 of all the
three types is nearly the same and increases with the
augmentation of𝑃motor and𝑃bike. It indicates that both
motor vehicles and bicycles are in free flow and any
kind of bus stop is acceptable in this region. However,
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Figure 7: Passenger transport capacity 𝐶𝑎 versus the inflow rates
𝑃motor and 𝑃bike at three types of bus stops.

considering the traffic security and investment, Type
II bus stop is more appropriate.

(ii) In the regionwhere𝑃bike increases gradually but𝑃motor
remains a small value (𝑃motor < 0.15 and 0.25 <
𝑃bike < 1), 𝐶𝑎 of Type I is larger than Type II,
and Type III is the smallest. The results appear to
be reasonable since bicyclists in Type I are able to
overtake the buses from the left side when the flow
rate of motor vehicles is small, thus resulting in a
higher flow rate of bicycles which leads to a larger 𝐶𝑎.
However, since bus bay stops occupy part of bicycle
lanes in Type III, the smaller flow rate of bicycles
caused by the narrowed lane leads to the smallest 𝐶𝑎
in this situation. Therefore, when the motor vehicle
flow is low and bicycle flow is high, Type III bus stops
are not recommended.

(iii) In the region where 0.15 < 𝑃motor < 0.25 and 𝑃bike >
0.25, with the increase of 𝑃motor, the maximal 𝐶𝑎 of
Type III is still growing gradually, which becomes
higher than that of Type I and Type II. On the
contrary, the maximal 𝐶𝑎 of Type I and Type II
decreases with the increase of 𝑃motor. It is interesting
to note that the decline of 𝐶𝑎 with the increase of
𝑃bike is more significant in Type II than in Type I. The
reason is that, in this region, more and more bicycles
are blocked by the increasing number of buses and
cars in Type II. In Type I, however, the drop of flow
rate of bicycles on bicycle lane is compensated by the
passing bicycles on motor vehicle lane.

(iv) In the region where 0.5 < 𝑃motor < 1 and 𝑃bike < 0.25,
𝐶𝑎 increases with the augmentation of 𝑃bike in Type
III. However, 𝐶𝑎 decreases to the minimum with the
increase of 𝑃bike in Type I and Type II.

(v) In the region where 0.5 < 𝑃motor < 1 and 0.25 <
𝑃bike < 1, it is obvious that 𝐶𝑎 of all three types of
system remains constant and does not change with
𝑃motor and 𝑃bike anymore, which means the flow rate
on motor vehicle lanes and bicycle lanes is saturated.

In this region, Type III bus stops aremore appropriate
since 𝐶𝑎 of this type is the largest.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

In this study, a CA model is proposed to simulate the mixed
traffic flow near three typical types of bus stops which are
common on secondary roads in China.The NaSch model for
motor vehicles and the improved BCAmodel for bicycles are
combined using special lane-changing rules in this model.
The flow rate of both motor vehicles and bicycles as well as
the passenger transport capacity of the traffic system under
various traffic compositions is calculated in order to evaluate
three types of bus stops. The phase transition from free flow
to the saturation one at the critical point for both two flows
is observed. For Type I and Type II bus stops, the inflow rate
of both motor vehicles and bicycles can affect the flow rate
of the mixed traffic system near bus stops. Besides, the larger
the interaction between two flows is, the more the value of
saturated flows drops. However, such effect is not apparent
in Type III because there is no direct-conflict between motor
vehicles and bicycles in this condition.

Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that
curbside bus stops are more suitable than bus bay stops when
the flow rate of motor vehicles is relatively small. In this
situation, the traffic capacity of bus bay stops is less than that
of curbside stops, which is mainly caused by the narrowed
bicycle lanes when constructing the bay-style stops. When
the flow rate of motor vehicles near bus stops is relatively
large, serious conflicts among buses, cars, and bicycles occur,
which forms a transport bottleneck near curbside stops. In
this situation, bus bay stops should be applied due to their
abilities to reduce conflicts of mixed traffic flow.

In future studies, several aspects can be included in
the model to solve more practical problems in reality, for
example, how to consider differences among various types of
vehicles, how to analyze the relation between flow and density
of bicycles near bus stops, and how to take the influence
of driving psychology into account near bus stops. We are
planning to deal with these issues in our future work.
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